Crystallographic Analysis of MATE-Type Multidrug Exporter with Its Inhibitors.
Multidrug exporters expressed in pathogens efflux substrate drugs such as antibiotics, and thus, the development of inhibitors against them has eagerly been anticipated. Furthermore, the crystal structures of multidrug exporters with their inhibitors provide novel insights into the inhibitory mechanism and the development of more specific and effective inhibitors. We previously reported the complex structures of the Multidrug And Toxic compound Extrusion (MATE)-type multidrug exporter with the macrocyclic peptides, which inhibit the efflux of substrates by the MATE-type multidrug exporter (Tanaka et al., Nature 496:247-251, 2013). In this chapter, we describe methodologies of the screening and synthesis of macrocyclic peptides as inhibitors, as well as the purification, crystallization, and structure determination of the complexes of the MATE-type multidrug exporter with its inhibitors.